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1. Introduction
This deliverable is part of WP4. The overall objectives of this WP is to foster the creation
and support of Operational Groups within the EIP framework and also to build facilitation,
brokerage and translation of research for innovative and diversified organic cereal
systems. To reach these objectives CERERE is developing several actions that are taking
into account the barriers that exist to up scaling the implementation of both best
practices and research results identified and shared in WP2 and WP3
Task 4.3 is tackling the production of Practice abstracts (PAs) in the common EIP-AGRI
format and all partners all involved. In this task CERERE partners, supported by facilitators
and innovation brokers, have identified innovation practices from case studies and the
literature review transferring them into the PA format, describing the innovative
experiences identified in the network and the best practices emerging from them.
The Practice abstracts documents will contain descriptions, recommendations and
examples of innovation that are in practice. The key objective is to answer how a
practitioner make use of the results, what are the benefits, how it can be implemented,
what is the value added or what opportunities an end user can gain using the practice.
These summaries will be presented in an interesting as possible format, to farmers and
end-users. It will be used a direct, easy and understandable language, pointing out
entrepreneurial elements that are particularly relevant and attractive for practitioners.

2. M ethods
2.1 Settle a roadmap of the Practice abstracts
In the first annual meeting held in Florence the 1st and 2nd November 2017 the CERERE
team agreed on the conceptual bases for the conception of the Pas. An Editorial Board
was set up to organise the different materials and publications of the project, giving a
coherence to all of them. This group is formed by Edneia Gagliardi and Sarah Cardey
(UREAD), Ginevra Lombardi (UNIFI), Giuseppe de Santis (RSR), Ismael Rodriguez y
Hurtado (RSP), Maria Carrascosa (RAS), Francesca Conti (FB), Camile Vindras (ITAB) and
Gustaf Bock (SEGES). The participants have been chosen trying to have a good balance
between researchers and social and farmers´ organisations. The Editorial Board is in
charge of the proposals, elaboration and evaluation of the Innovation Factsheets,
Booklets as well as the approval and sign of.
In this meeting, the task 4.3. leader (RAS) presented a roadmap to fulfil the commitments
of the WP (see Annex 1) that was approved by partners. According to the Description of
Action of the project, CERERE must provide 25 PAs in full. To do so, each partner was
invited to propose 4 PAs per case study. Then the task leader would choose the most

appropriate ones to be elaborated. It was taken into account the number of themes and a
coherence among the PA compared to the list of case studies done per country as well as
the Innovation Factsheets, Booklets that will be also used in the project. In order to help
partners to make their proposals, the task leader provided a guideline for proposals.
In the meeting it was agreed that the main objective of PAs was to present the innovative
practices and solutions implemented by practitioners based on the case studies. Also, to
identify innovation practices from literature, review transferring them into the “practice
abstract” format, describing the innovative experiences identified in the network and the
best practices emerging from them. Partners present the PAs in an understandable way
and clear language so it can be usable and valued for the end users (farmers, elaborators,
etc.). In addition, they should be aligned with EIP-AGRI recommendations, avoiding
research oriented aspects that could difficult the understanding of the practice itself.
2. 2 G e t i n fo rm a ti o n re g a rd i n g c a s e s tu d i e s fro m a l l p a rtn e rs
Each partner involved in case studies have proposed at least 4 PA per case study, trying
to reach, when possible, one PA per theme.
To be in line with the elements tackled in the case studies, the themes of the PAs are:
• Agronomic practices (e.g. evolutionary populations and local varieties,
participatory plant breeding, organic/low input crop management, adapted small
agricultural machinery, collaborative research).
• Processing and products (e.g. artisanal and organic processing products, adapted
machinery and raw material, research in organic and artisanal processing).
• Valorisation (e.g. short supply channels, communication strategies, marketing
artisanal products, techniques to develop new markets, creation of appropriate
formats for concrete products).
• Internal organisation and networking (e.g. structure and organization chart,
decision making, evolution process, tools for coordination and participation,
building alliances process and tools).
All the proposals have followed the structure suggested in the Annexe 1, that tried to
summarise the characteristics of the innovative experiences as shown in Table 1.

Proposal
Title

Max 150 characters

Summary

300 characters

Related theme

Choose among: Agronomic practices/Processing and
products/Valorisation /Internal organisation and networking)

Proposal
Is the proposal coming from
the case study? Which one?

Yes (Name of the case study)/No
Table 1. Template for the PA proposal.

2.3 Analyse information regarding case studies from all
partners
The task leader made a summary out of all proposals received by partners. (see Annex 2).
The objective was to balance the title of themes, the number of partners and share views
with the Editorial Board. The final number of PA per partner depends on the number of
case studies each partner has to produce. However partners were also invited to
elaborate more if they have additional information, and if so, the requirement is to liaise
with the task coordinator in order to avoid the same subject being repeated
unnecessarily.
The final list of PAs proposed and approved per partner in relation to the case studies
elaborated can be checked in the table below.

PARTNER

Number case studies
allocated per partner

Number of PAs
proposed per
partner

Minimum number of
PAs required per
partner

UREAD

3

4

2

ORC

4

8

3

UNIFI

3

9

2

RSR

7

10

4

RSP, INRA,
ITAB

9

35

6

UHE

2

4

1

TEAGASC

2

11

1

RAS

6

19

4

SEGES

2

4

1

UD

2

8

1

TOTAL

40

112

25

Table 2. List of PAs proposed and approved per partner.

In this final proposal it was taken into consideration the importance of having PAs related
to all the themes. The table below describes how the themes were shared:

THEME

Nº PAs

Agronomic practices

6

Internal organisation
and/or networking

7

Processing
products

6

and

Valorisation

6

Table 3. Number of PAs per theme.

In case certain PAs are related to different themes, the task leader has asked the partner
to choose one in order to represent, as much as possible, most fields of interest.

3. Results and next steps of the project
During the last annual meeting it was agreed to produce the PAs in the EIP-AGRI format
but also in a more detailed lay out adding photographs for instance, in order to
communicate better with practitioners. This format should be elaborated taking
inspiration from other projects as Net Arable and this project´s platform
www.farmknowledge.org.
A guideline for elaborating the PAs in both formats was produced and shared with
partners (see Annex 3). The first four PA have been elaborated, both in the EIP-AGRI and
the CERERE format (see Annex 4) by RAS, RSP, RSR and TEAGASC.
During the following months partners will produce the rest of the PAs. At least 25 are
planned to be produced by June 2018.
PAs in both formats will be disseminated in multiple channels, such as: EIP-AGRI, the
CERERE and partners´ website as well as social networks. In conjunction with the above,
they will also be shared with the National Rural Networks of the countries involved in
CERERE and distributed during planned OG Seminar next December 2018 in Ireland and
other national activities.

Annex 1. Follow up and roadmap of task 4.3. Production of “Practice Abstracts” in the
common EIP-AGRI format.

FOLLOW-UP AND ROADMAP
Task 4.3. Production of Practice abstracts (PAs) in the common EIPAGRI format
(TO BE INCLUDED IN THE “GUIDELINES FOR CASE STUDIES”)
Task 4.3. leader: María Carrascosa (RAS). Contact: maria_carrascosa@riseup.net
ROADMAP
Step 1. 10/01/2018: The Guidelines for CERERE´s case studies will be sent to partners. This
document will include a proposal for Practice Abstracts (PAs). Each partner involved in cases
studies must propose at least 4 PAs per case study (title and a little explanation of the PA
proposed. See the TEMPLATE FOR THE PA PROPOSAL).
Based on the following themes below, each partner is requested to produce 6 or 7 practice
abstracts:
• Agronomic practices (e.g. evolutionary populations and local varieties, participatory
plant breeding, organic/low input crop management, adapted small agricultural
machinery, collaborative research).
• Processing and products (e.g. artisanal and organic processing products, adapted
machinery and raw material, research in organic and artisanal processing).
• Valorisation (e.g. short supply channels channels, communication strategies, marketing
artisanal products, techniques to develop new markets, creation of appropriate formats
for concrete products).
• Internal organisation and networking (e.g. structure and organization chart, decision
making, evolution process, tools for coordination and participation, building alliances
process and tools).
If possible, partners should propose one PA per theme and case study. Partners can come up
with a proposal of more than 4 PA per case study. The objective is to present the practice and
solutions implemented by practitioners of the case studies. Other suggestions for PA titles, not
based on case studies, will also be considered as long as they are in line with the CERERE project,
to attend end users of this information such as farmers, processors and all related stakeholders.
The objective is to understand practices itself. EIP-AGRI asks to avoid research oriented aspects.
Step 2. 10/02/2018: Partners send their proposal to the task 4.3. leader.
Step 3. 10/03/2018: The task 4.3. leader communicates the final list of the PAs to be elaborated
per case study and partner. She will send to each partner a Guidelines for the PA elaboration.
Step 4. 01/04/2017: RAS, RSP, RSR and TEAGASC will produce 1 PA each and send it to the task
leader.
Step 5. 30/04/2018: RAS presents the D4.2. Practice abstracts in the EIP-AGRI format.
Step 6. 01/06/2018: Partners send all the PAs elaborated as required to the task leader.

TEMPLATE FOR THE PA PROPOSAL

Proposal 1
Title
Summary
Related theme

Is the proposal coming from the case study?
Which one?
Proposal 2
Title
Summary
Related theme

Is the proposal coming from the case study?
Which one?
Proposal 3
Title
Summary
Related theme

Is the proposal coming from the case study?
Which one?
Proposal 4
Title
Summary
Related theme

Is the proposal coming from the case study?
Which one?

Max 150 characters
300 characters
Choose
among:
Agronomic
practices/Processing
and
products/Valorisation /Internal organisation
and networking)
Yes (Name of the case study)/No

Max 150 characters
300 characters
Choose
among:
Agronomic
practices/Processing
and
products/Valorisation /Internal organisation
and networking)
Yes (Name of the case study)/No

Max 150 characters
300 characters
Choose
among:
Agronomic
practices/Processing
and
products/Valorisation /Internal organisation
and networking)
Yes (Name of the case study)/No

Max 150 characters
300 characters
Choose
among:
Agronomic
practices/Processing
and
products/Valorisation /Internal organisation
and networking)
Yes (Name of the case study)/No

Annex 2. Characteristics of the proposed and chosen PAs.

Number Country

Partner

Title

Conversion to Organic
production

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Organic farming was pursued to increase economic returns and job satisfaction.
Farmyard manure, crop rotation, and legumes are used to maintain soil health Agronomic
Kilbeggan
in a region where arable farming is uncommon. Crop rotation involves a 2 year practices Organic Foods
cycles of oats and clover. C. 50% of the oats come from their own seeds.

1

IRELAND TEAGASC

2

There are 3 products available: porridge oats, cookies, and a bread mix. The
porridge oats comprise of jumbo and regular oats. The cookies are handmade, Processing
IRELAND TEAGASC Diversity of Product Range come from a family recipe, and have no additives or preservatives. The bread
and
mix is a dry oat mix which comes with either seeds, fruit, or a savoury herb mix. products
Yogurt is then added before baking.

3

The objective of the enterprise is to add value rather than volume in
Internal
production. By converting to organics, the farm was able to increase
Maintaining operations as
organisation
Kilbeggan
IRELAND TEAGASC
value/profitability without expansion. Value is added without requiring vastly
a family farm
and
Organic Foods
more debt or new skills. The milling is subcontracted and packaging, marketing,
networking
and distribution is conducted internally.

4

Farm tours are organised for tour operators and students. Visitors learn about
crop rotations, production methods and soil analysis. A follow up service is
Kilbeggan
Valorisation
provided by phone for visiting students to clarify issues and to answer further
Organic Foods
queries. The tours provide financial income as well increased job satisfaction.

5

IRELAND TEAGASC

Agri-tourism

IRELAND TEAGASC

Innovative Packaging
Design: renaissance of
traditional product
identity

Stress the
theme

Sheridans’ Brown Bread Crackers take an alternative approach to the packaging
design typically associated with traditional products of SFSCs by using a modern
theme. The use of graphics is used to look to the future while also reflecting the Valorisation
past. The package design has received attention from the Irish Institute of
Creative Advertising and Design.

Kilbeggan
Organic Foods

Sheridan’s
Brown Bread
Crackers

YES

Processing
and
products

Number Country

6

7

8

9

10

Partner

IRELAND TEAGASC

Title

Reviving a Traditional
Recipe: adapting a
traditional bread recipe
into a cracker

Summary

Sheridans’ wished to create a cracker (for cheese) representing the history of
Irish cuisine, or being ‘of Ireland’. Brown soda bread is a traditional Irish recipe Processing
that primarily uses flour and buttermilk. After initial product trials it was found
and
that buttermilk and flour blend fantastically in the form of a cracker and is a
products
perfect complement to cheese.

Provenance of ingredients is a key attribute of the product’s value. The product
Coordinating Primary
is based on three ingredients; flour, buttermilk, and butter. The ingredients are
IRELAND TEAGASC
Producers: forming a
sourced in West Cork, Ireland from three named primary producers and are
Short Food Supply Chain baked in Cork. Sheridans’ coordinate sourcing of ingredients while remaining
owners of the product.
Social and economic justice in food supply chains is an important political and
Relationships between
civil issue.. Sheridans’ demonstrate a commitment to transparent food
IRELAND TEAGASC Actors in the Short Food provencen and fair prices for primary producers. They strive to get the highest
Supply Chain
quality ingredients at a just price and aim to support the viability of small
family farms.

SPAIN

SPAIN

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Sheridan’s
Brown Bread
Crackers

Internal
Sheridan’s
organisation
Brown Bread
and
Crackers
networking
Internal
Sheridan’s
organisation
Brown Bread
and
Crackers
networking

RAS

Escanda comes from the north of Spain, Asturias. One Culturhaza´s member
Production and
Introduction and
origin is familiarly related to Asturias and when they decided to start growing
mill of escanda
adaptation of the Spanish escanda they travel to the north to get the seeds. It was not easy but finally
Agronomic
(Triticum
local spelt (escanda) in they found 2 kilos and they start the multiplication in Córdoba. Today´s success practices
espelta) in
the south of the country
has been a result of Culturhaza´s effort in changing and adapting the
Córdoba
management of the crop to the new soil and climate conditions.

RAS

Culturhaza got a mill from the region of origin of the spanish local spelt
Production and
Milling escanda (spelt) on (escanda), Asturias. As it was not possible to locally mill escanda because of the Processing mill of escanda
farm to facilitate on farm lack of specialized mills the group travel to Asturias, got a traditional one and
and
(Triticum
processing
brought it to the south.
products
espelta) in
For Culturhaza is fundamental to do all the process on farm, so also, to mill.
Córdoba

Stress the
theme

Number Country

11

SPAIN

Partner

Title

RAS

Combine contemporary
art with agriculture and
on farm sale as a tool of
building community, raise
awareness and promote
sustainable agri-food
systems

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Culturhaza proposal is to combine agriculture and contemporary art. For the
group art is a tool to communicate the importance, context and know how of
food production. That is why they have participated in several gatherings and Valorisation Production and
the have develop, also in collaboration with other artists, many artistic actions
Internal mill of escanda
in the framework of the agri-food system. Moreover, consumers go to their organisation
(Triticum
farm, each Thursday afternoon with their families. They spend some hours
and
espelta) in
together, enjoying the countryside and each other´s company and exchanging networking
Córdoba
about food production. Culturhaza place the emphasis on the relation with the
kids, and the power to change they have.

Stress the
theme

YES

Valorisation

12

On-farm selection is carried out in order for each farmer to find an adapted
Auvergne’s rivet wheat
population to his local conditions and good gustatory qualities. Each farmer
RSP, ITAB,
selection (Triticum
FRANCE
brings 5 kg of his population’s seeds at the annual meetings and mixes it with
INRA turgidum ssp tugidum) for
the other farmers’ population’s seeds. This method allows to keep the wheat
pasta making.
populations’ adaptive capacities thanks to an annual genetic renewal.

Agronomic
practices

SCIC Odyssée
d'engrain

YES

Agronomic
practices

13

Pasta processing for easy,
Pasta is easy to process and the dry product is easily storable. The grain is
nutritional and
crushed on a stone millstone. The T110 milling (110 mg minerals/kg flour) gives Processing
RSP, ITAB, organoleptic interesting
FRANCE
a good milling yield and preserves the bran and its nutritional and digestive
and
INRA valorisation of Auvergne’s
qualities. Auvergne’s rivet wheat brings real gustatory qualities to the pasta and products
rivet wheat (Triticum
contains little gluten.
turgidum ssp turgidum)

SCIC Odyssée
d'engrain

YES

Processing
and
products

14

Producers, millers, traders and a consumers association are associated in a
Fair sharing of the capital single structure that allows to set the selling prices with transparency starting
RSP, ITAB,
SCIC Odyssée
FRANCE
gain within a whole chain from the production costs. A ton of wheat is currently paid 650euros by the Valorisation
INRA
d'engrain
cooperative
cooperative to the producers and the wheat pasta costs 5euros/kg at the bulk
store.

YES

Valorisation

Number Country

Partner

Title

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

15

Cooperative, territorial
The SCIC status allows to reach the economical, societal and ecological
development and
challenges by involving many actors around a collective project that bases on
Internal
RSP, ITAB, cultivated biodiversity :
the cooperation principles : one person = one poll ; no (or limited) capital
organisation SCIC Odyssée
FRANCE
INRA
the status of Cooperative dividends ; reinvestment of the benefit in the structure. Moreover, no more
and
d'engrain
Society of Collective
than 4 ha may be used for the SCIC and the pasta must only be an outlet among networking
Interest (SCIC)
others on each farm in order to secure economic resilience of the farms.

16

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

17

Dynamic and
decentralized
management at a
contrasted region scale

Rhône-Alpes region has a very diversified agriculture thanks to its different
climates and landforms. Stocks, farmers’ seeds and crop selection are
decentralized on each farm to get an adaptation to the environment. The
collection (400 variaties) is also decentralized : it’s maintained by 20 farmers.

Agronomic ARDEAR Rhône
practices
Alpes

Participatory research on
agricultural machinery :
RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
selfbuild of a grain brush
INRA
by and for the farmersbakers.

The farmers-bakers have been helped by a selfbuild cooperative to design
several grain brushes. Such a brush is used before the milling to separate the
dust from the grain. It has a cleaning effect and also allows to regulate the
mycotoxins rates (concentrated on the dust) on the mill.

Processing
ARDEAR Rhône
and
Alpes
products

RSP, ITAB, On-farm mill with stone
INRA
millstone.

In order to get more autonomy, farmers diversify their on-farm production by
milling, baking bread and/or make pasta. Grain milling on stone millstone is
commonly done. This process doesn’t produce too much heat and keeps the
organoleptic and nutritional qualities of farmer’s cereals. The bread is made
with natural sourdough in wood ovens with direct or indirect heating.

Processing
ARDEAR Rhône
and
Alpes
products

18

FRANCE

19

CAP climatic and agrienvironmental measures
RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
applied to the
INRA
preservation of plant
resources.

It consists in a per-hectare aid in order to encourage the cropping of genetic
erosion endangered varieties. It has never been applied in France on cereals
ARDEAR Rhône
during the last two CAPs. The group has set specifications in order for the
Valorisation
Alpes
measure to be adapted to the dynamic management practices with cultivated
diversity renewal objectives.

YES

Stress the
theme

Processing
and
products

Number Country

Partner

Title

RSP, ITAB,
INRA

Partnerships with
research centers and
technical institutes to
study bread tastes and
sourdough diversity.

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

The group carries out some research on sensory and organoleptic data on
bread. Several partneships are in progress with research and the French
Internal
Technical Institute of Organic Agriculture (ITAB). One project (ANR BAKERY) has organisation ARDEAR Rhône
studied the microbial diversity of sourdough in relation with varieties and
and
Alpes
diversity of practices. This networking is facilitated by the active involvement of networking
the group in the national network (RSP).

20

FRANCE

21

The gardeners pre-multiply varieties at the request of the farmers. This network
Decentralized in situ
conserves a collection of about 100 cereal varieties. Each variety is distributed
RSP, ITAB,
management of a
Agronomic
FRANCE
to several gardeners in order to get some safety in case of climatic hazards. This
INRA
collection : a farmers and
practices
also allows the varieties to be cultivated on several regions and gives them the
gardeners alliance.
possibility to express and preserve their genetic potential.

Pétanielle

22

Training-meetings
The aim is to collectively test the breadmaking of the varieties. Breadmaking is
between farmers,
influenced by agricultural practices and environment, processing, storing,
Processing
RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
processors and farmer- milling and baking (sourdough, humidity, temperature, etc.). Interprofessional
and
INRA
bakers on farmers’ bread meetings make possible to debate about those aspects and improve everyone’s products
cereal varieties.
practices on farmers’ varieties.

Pétanielle

23

« From the grain to the
It consists in a module within the framework of a certified and graduating
bread » training to set up training allowing the setting up as young farmer. This module covers technical
RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
new farmers with
cropping, regulation and processing aspects and includes an internship with a Valorisation
INRA
processing activities using practitioner. This module has recently been proposed to bakers interested in
farmer’s varieties.
breadmaking of population-varieties.

Pétanielle

Stress the
theme

Number Country

24

25

26

Partner

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

Title

Internal rules about
farmers’ seeds : the
example of a
« Common ».

Summary

Related
themes

The synergy between farmers and gardeners about seeds forms a community
seeds bank and can be likened to an agricultural « common ». Conservation, pre- Internal
multiplication and multiplication activities are ruled by internal rules
organisation
differenciated depending on the actors. Those rules cover the rights of use,
and
management and disposal attributed to the « commoners » (i.e. in this case, networking
the association’s members).

CETAB preserves a living collection of 370 cereals varieties among which a
Handmade bread wheat hundred cross-breedings. This collective was among the firsts to do selection by
RSP, ITAB,
Agronomic
FRANCE
cross-breedings in order
cross-breeding farmers’ cereal varieties. Nowadays, this farmers’ research
INRA
practices
to remix diversity.
keeps going with the observation of those cross-breedings, their parents and
other populations.
CETAB has acquired a cold store to allow a time rotation of the collection
Cold conservation in order
Processing
RSP, ITAB,
cropping. Half of the varieties are sown each year which reduces the
FRANCE
to ease the preservation
and
INRA
conservation work and makes possible for the group to concentrate more
of a large living collection.
products
efforts on the on-farm selection.

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Pétanielle

CETAB

CETAB

27

CETAB had the first large living cereals collection in France and played a great
Internal
Seeds samples
RSP, ITAB,
role in spreading farmers’ varieties to other groups. The association sends small organisation
FRANCE
distribution at a national
INRA
volumes (20-25 g) managed by a mentoring convention that asks to give back
and
level.
twice as much than the received amount.
networking

CETAB

28

One first selection has been carried out with a bakers network that observed
different cereals’ breadmaking. The selected varieties were cultivated at larger
RSP, ITAB, Bread wheat selection for
Agronomic
FRANCE
scale in order to multiply them and constitute a mixture named « Tréziers »
INRA
a local sector
practices
which was distributed within the group and has evolved according to
pedoclimatic conditions on each farm.

Biocivam 11

29

BioCivam 11 helps to valorize abandoned ancient vineyards within a collective
RSP, ITAB, Farmers’ varieties to
actions framework in Languedoc Roussillon. Cereals landraces are often better Agronomic
FRANCE
INRA valorize uncultivated land
adapted to poor and and dry land in Mediterranean areas where modern
practices
varieties give low yields and disappointing quality.

Biocivam 11

YES

Stress the
theme

Internal
organisation
and/or
networking

Number Country

Partner

Title

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

30

Different stone millstones are used for milling : 1. Astrié mill whose suspended
granit millstone gives a mineral flour with low or no bran ; 2. Tyrol mill with a
RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
On-farm milling diversity wooden structure and a lava stone which is recommended for durum wheat
INRA
and gives a coarser bran ; 3. Artisanal mills made on farm. Although different
tools are used, there’s a consensus for T80 flour within the group.

Processing
and
products

Biocivam 11

31

FRANCE

Flor de Pèira trademark (Wheat flours made of mixtures of landraces or
commercial varieties) focuses on local stone millstone milling and wholemeal
flour with no additives.

Valorisation

Biocivam 11

RSP, ITAB, Bread wheat valorization
INRA
through a trademark.

Participatory Guarantee
System : A progress
approach in a farmers’
bread wheat chain.

The group has set up a participatory guarantee system (PGS) which bases on
the direct participation of the members to the elaboration of the specifications
Internal
and the implementation of verification procedures for the certification
organisation
decisions. It allows to lend credibility to the information carried by the
and
trademark on the production processes and it also contribute to a continuous
networking
co-production of knowledge and learning by the producers in order to improve
their practices.

32

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

33

Fermented extracts of horsetail are used by several farmers on seeds just
Use of horsetail
RSP, ITAB,
before sowing, to enhance the germination and the links between the seedlings Agronomic
FRANCE
fermented extracts for a
INRA
practices
and the soil micro-organisms. This notably allows a better resistance to the
better plant-soil link
common bunt.

No

34

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

Several peasant-bakers, from their own experience and research results, make
Processing
sourdough with wheat small bran (in various proportions). Putting small bran in
and
sourdough makes it more digestible, and helps to release its taste. This
products
sourdough is then associates with white flours.

No

Wheat small bran in
sourdough for more
digestible bread

Biocivam 11

YES

Stress the
theme

Internal
organisation
and/or
networking

Number Country

35

Partner

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

Title

A participatory selection
of durum wheat for
organic matket
valorisation

Summary

Related
themes

This example shows how farmers, industrials and researchers, from the
observation that their durum wheat was producing bad results with organic
Durum Wheat
Valorisation
practices, worked together to select durum wheat varieties adapted to organic
Project
cultivation.

On-farm selection of wheat and rivet wheat dynamic populations was
performed by Florent Mercier, a member of CAB-GABB. An expertise was
Agronomic
developped and formalised on these techniques through the CAB-GABB
practices
association. This type of selection is innovative and allows a good adaptation to
the local environment and practices.

CAB - GABB

Rivet wheat is adapted to colder and more wet weather than durum wheat,
Processing
and can be used to produce pasta, biscuits, and bread. Several producers of the
and
CAB-GABB association have developed a know-how on these products, as well
products
as on rivet wheat production and selection.

CAB - GABB

Several peasants have found a method to better value oleaginous grains: the oil
can first be extracted. The residual meal is then incorporated in bread. This is Valorisation
currently notably practiced with camelina

No

36

FRANCE

RSP, ITAB,
INRA

On-farm selection of
wheat and rivet wheat
dynamic populations

37

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

Rivet wheat for local
productions in the
northern half of France

38

FRANCE

39

Each year, the CAB-GABB association organises visits on farms to observe and
Internal
share about peasant variety collections. These events are an important tool for
RSP, ITAB,
organisation
FRANCE
Visits of variety collections
the farmer network to communicate knowledge on each variety, their
INRA
and
characteristics and selection past, and for the participants to receive seeds as
networking
well.

40

FRANCE

RSP, ITAB, Valorisation of camelina:
INRA
oil and meal

RSP, ITAB,
INRA

Crops association

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Cultivating cereals with faba beans for years, several farmers of CBD have
developed an expertise in this domain.

CAB - GABB

CBD (Cultivons
Agronomic
la BioDiversité
practices
en Poitou-

Stress the
theme

Number Country

Partner

Title

Summary

41

RSP, ITAB,
Some farmers of CBD invested in machines and developed know-how to make
FRANCE
On-farm pasta production
INRA
pasta with their own wheat production.

42

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

RSP, ITAB,
INRA

Cereal producer outlet
shift

Breadmaking tests

Several cereal producers of CBD have found new outlets wich replaced the
ancient ones: they supply wheat to peasant bakers and directly to millers,
instead of supplying a cooperative. This shorter cycle is uncommon for cereal
producers in France

Related
themes

Processing
and
products

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader
CBD (Cultivons
la BioDiversité
en PoitouCharentes)

CBD (Cultivons
la BioDiversité
Valorisation
en PoitouCharentes)

To assess the breadmaking potential of peasant varieties, Triptolème members
regularly organise one day event to share baking experience and evaluate
Processing
bread collectively. They compare breads from different species (wheat, rivet
and
wheat, buckwheat, millet,...), different populations, populations mixtures bred
products
on-farm, and diverse sourdough. It allows bakers and farmers to adapt their
own practices according to the tasting results.

43

FRANCE

44

Training course “From
RSP, ITAB, grain to bread, bakery
FRANCE
INRA
with grain from peasant
varieties”

The association Triptolème offers a training course to become farmer-baker.
This course brings together researchers and practitioners with the trainees,
who learn during one week.

Processing
and
products

Triptolème

45

RSP, ITAB,
FRANCE
INRA

Triptolème publishes twice a year a magazine, “Episème”, with a collective
contribution. This journal is a sharing tool for the members,that allows a good
Valorisation
valorisation of local initiatives, and a better communication despite the wide
geographic area of the association.

Triptolème

46

RSP, ITAB, A tool sharing initiative on
FRANCE
INRA
a wide geographic area

Triptolème owns equipment necessary to work with seeds, to sow, harvest,
Internal
thresh, sort out… This material is shared by members on a wide geographic organisation
area (Bretagne, Basse-Normandie). This sharing is not easy, especially for the
and
biggest machines (small combine, threshing machines).
networking

Triptolème

Episème, a
communication tool

Triptolème

Stress the
theme

Number Country

Partner

47

SPAIN

RAS

48

SPAIN

RAS

49

SPAIN

RAS

Title

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Recovery of
Agronomic
Alonso Navarro has done an in-depth job of collecting and recovering local
local varieties
practices
varieties of cereals coming from local marginal farmers, seed networks and
of cereals
Recovery of local varieties
Internal
gene banks. This bio-dymanic farmer started with few local varieties in 2012
made by a
of cereals
organisation
(mainly durum and bread wheat) and nowadays has more than 60 varieties of
farmer in
and
cereals.
Alozaina
networking
(Málaga)
Recovery of
Alonso Navarro has overcome one of the greatest difficulties for developing a
local varieties
Local milling for the
local cereal distribution in Andalusia: he has establish a close collaboration with Processing
of cereals
development of a
a local traditional stone mill (based only 15 km from him, in Coín) that has
and
made by a
sustainable cereal chain accepted to mill small amounts of grain. Stone mills are not very frequent in the products
farmer in
region
Alozaina
What is really remarkable about this farmer is his ability to get deply involved in
Recovery of
the work he is doing, exploring solutions and building alliances with other
Valorisation local varieties
Enhancing a local and
groups and people. He has also accepted volunteers in his farm for years. His
Internal
of cereals
multi-actor cereal chain
ability to accompany and incorporate people has had great impact on the
organisation made by a
through the motivation development a new cereal chain and the valorisation in the initial stages of the
and
farmer in
and networking
process. All the relations have been channeled to improve and promote tasks
networking
Alozaina
that not necessarily have an economic impact in the short term and not only at
(Málaga)
the personal level but moreover on a collective level in the long term.

YES

Stress the
theme

Processing
and
products

Number Country

50

51

52

SPAIN

SPAIN

SPAIN

Partner

RAS

RAS

RAS

Title

Summary

Related
themes

La Artesa is committed to enhance a sustainable and fair food system so a
direct relationship with local producers and the recovery of local varieties. They
seek innovation in their breads using organic flours from local varieties such as
Elaborating breads with
Recio de Ronda durum wheat and Chamorro soft wheat.
Processing
local varieties of durum
The bread is kneaded by hand, using sourdough and a little bit of fresh yeast.
and
and soft wheat
The bakery have a predisposition to test all the flours coming from varieties
products
recovered. They have tested several varieties coming from projects of the Red
Andaluza de Semillas “Cultivando Biodiversidad” (RAS). For RAS, La Artesa is an
undoubted ally. in this type of tasks.

Care beyond bread
processing

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Artisanal
bakery “La
Artesa” using
local wheat
varieties in
Sevilla.

Stress the
theme

YES

Processing
and
products

YES

Internal
organisation
and/or
networking

The project goes beyond the elaboration artisanal organic bread. They also seek
Artisanal
Internal
consistency in the whole process, such as contracting services of companies the
bakery “La
organisation
social economy (energy supply, labour and fiscal consultancy), using free
Artesa” using
and
software, developing short supply channels or doing the bread distribution by
local wheat
networking
bicycle (in order to reduce the environmental impact, one of the objectives of
varieties in
valorisation
the project)
Sevilla.

This project is based on a close relationship with the farmers group that are
Agronomic Artesanal and
producing the cereal for the enterprise. This is reason why the enterprise is
practices
organic pasta
Using durum wheat locally based in Humilladero (Málaga), to allow being next to the production. Spiga
Internal
producers
produced in fair
Negra has stablished a fair and horizontal relation with famers and they
organisation “Spiga Negra”,
conditions
establish together the conditions of the crop management, the varieties, price
and
Humilladero
and quantity. They are using ancient varieties in their pasta and are also testing
networking
(Málaga).
local varieties of durum wheat.

Number Country

Partner

53

SPAIN

RAS

54

SPAIN

RAS

55

SPAIN

RAS

56

SPAIN

RAS

57

SPAIN

RAS

Title

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Artesanal and
organic pasta
Spiga Negra is specialised in the production of artisanal and organic pasta. They Processing
producers
Artisanal pasta processing produce their own flour from the grain supplied by local producers (they have a
and
“Spiga Negra”,
mill) and make pasta with bronze molds and slow drying below 40 degrees.
products
Humilladero
(Málaga).
Artesanal and
They sell organic hard wheat flour to local and artisanal bakers and flour and
organic pasta
Valorisation in short and
pasta in Andalusia. Their products can be found in organic stores, cooperative,
producers
fair supply channels with
Valorisation
consumer groups and social economy markets. The have different formats,
“Spiga Negra”,
adapted formats
offering lower prices in bulk, with is a quite new and interesting format.
Humilladero
(Málaga).
Los Portales is an Ecovillage that aims to increase they degree of autonomy.
Pan para Todos
That is why they recovered 20 years ago the local bread wheat variety
y Más, a
Chamorro by producing the wheat and elaborating artisanal bread. Two years
artisanla and
Agronomic
ago they start a collaboration with an organic farmer from Córdoba based in
organic bakery
practices
much better lands to cereal production. Now he grows and supplies the grain
in Castilblanco
and the group can dedicate more time and resources to the milling, bread
de los Arroyos
making and distribution.
(Sevilla)
Pan para Todos
Pan para todos y Más produces bread in the most possible artisanal and locally
y Más, a
Highly artisanal and local
Processing
based way. From the local wheat variety, the flour is milled in an on farm stone
artisanla and
baking process: 100%
and
mill, the dough is kneaded by hand using only sourdough, the fermentation is
organic bakery
sourdough bread
products
slow and natural and finally baked in a wood-fired oven.
in Castilblanco
de los
Arroyos
Pan
para
Todos
The group is managed as a sociocracy in which all people co-participate, are co- Internal
y Más, a
Sociocracy as a managing responsible and work from the collective intelligence, articulated in circles. This organisation artisanla and
system
community has more than 20 years and is articulated in the Iberic Ecovillage
and
organic bakery
Network
networking in Castilblanco
de los Arroyos
Recovery of the local
variety of soft wheat
Chamorro through
production, processing
and networking

Stress the
theme

Number Country

58

59

60

61

62

SPAIN

SPAIN

ITALY

ITALY

ITALY

Partner

Title

RAS

Process of recovery of
local and traditional
cereal varieties in
Andalucia

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Agronomic Enhancement
The Grupo de Acción Compartida (GAC) began to recover some wheat varietie practices
of local
in 2012s, later Red Andaluza de Semillas “Cultivando biodiversidad” (RAS)
Internal
varieties of
continued and expanded the work, assessing local varieties en different farming organisation wheat and
systems, coming from marginal farmers and genebanks.
and
barley in
networking
Andalucía

RAS

RAS, with the collaboration of other groups, is connecting the wheat production Processing
Enhancement
to local artisanal bakers through meetings and workshops in order to promote
and
of local
Metodology for creating the use of local varieties in artisanal bread proessing. We must underline the
products
varieties of
connection with artisanal important work that both the Grupo de Acción Compartida (GAC) and the RAS
Internal
wheat and
bakers
have done in terms of creating networks for the distribution and logistics work organisation
barley in
for the issue of grain distribution, grinding and distribution of flour for very
and
Andalucía
small quantities.
networking

UNIFI

The ancient wheat chains refer to more informal practices than the mainstream Valorisation
Associations and network
ones, and the quality of the product is guaranteed by the network reputation.
Internal
reputation for the
IT1 (Pane
Furthermore, methods for reducing transaction costs are linked to an active organisation
promotion of ancient
Montespertoli)
participation of actors and are built on a foundation of trust, knowledge
and
wheat supply chain.
exchange, and social networks.
networking

UNIFI

Participatory Guarantee
PGS are locally-based practices for assuring organic product authenticity that Valorisation
Systems (PGS) for the
are proving to be a valuable tool for farmers’ empowerment and social
Internal
valorization and the
IT1 (Pane
innovation. PGS simplify bureaucratic procedures for small organic producers, organisation
authenticity assurance of
Montespertoli)
and their development has facilitated several social processes as well as mutual
and
ancient grains supply
support among smallholders and consumers.
networking
chain.

UNIFI

Virtual spaces such as websites, social media of companies embedded within Valorisation
Alternative Food Networks (AFNs) can represent a marketing diversification
Internal
tool as well as a mean for extending the participation of actors to AFNs
organisation IT2 (Floriddia)
providing them of additional opportunities to foster the process of
and
“reconnection”.
networking

Web marketing and
virtual reconnection.

Stress the
theme

Number Country

Partner

Title

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Stress the
theme

Italian Law 221/2012 represents an outstanding tool and a useful example for
networks of companies by admitting:
* the possibility of providing within the network contract a mutual fund
Internal
Network of companies for
between farmers;
organisation
cooperation in the ancient
IT2 (Floriddia)
* the possibility of signing the network contract with the assistance of one or
and
grain supply chain.
more professional agricultural organizations most representative at national networking
level.

63

ITALY

UNIFI

64

UK

ORC

65

UK

ORC

66

UK

ORC

67

UK

ORC

68

UK

ORC

69

UK

ORC

Quality and nutrition
aspects of milling

Ensuring good quality through milling and role of nutrition testing (including
traditional milling technique and innovative types)

Processing
and
products

70

UK

ORC

Baking with population
flour

Baking with population (heterogenous material) cereals, with Kimberley Bell
from Small Food Bakery

Processing
and
ORC Wakelyns
products

Crop management for
Overview of recommended drilling dates, seed rates etc. for alternative cereal Agronomic
No
alternative cereals
production, with the help of Michael Marriage at Doves Farm
practices
Risk management of feed
Processing
Balancing risk of meeting feed vs food grade in alternative cereals, with
vs. food grade, with
and
Organic Arable
particular reference to spelt
Organic Arable
products
Growing spelt and
Agronomic
Agronomic and sales challenges of spelt production, including ensuring a
ensuring
practices Sharpham Park
market and/or contract with buyers
markets/contracts, with
Valorisation
Sharpham Park
Agronomic
Growing rye
Agronomy of growing rye
No
practices
Agronomic
Improving oat quality
Focus on project with Whites Oats and Organic Arable on upgrading oat quality
Organic Arable
practices

YES

Agronomic
practices

YES

Valorisation

YES

Processing
and
products

Scotland the
Bread

Number Country

71

72

73

74

UK

ITALY

ITALY

ITALY

Partner

Title

Summary

Related
themes

ORC

Alternative uses for
cereals

Malting, brewing, thatching etc.

Processing
and
products

RSR

RSR

RSR

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Stress the
theme

No

The bread represents a formidable medium to promote the social innovation at
local level. Promoting the new initiatives linked to the local bread makes the
Providing the intangible
community able to activate unexpected skills and resources rooted into
Internal
and tangible communities community. The sharing of rules and duties, represents a guarantee for the
Montespertoli ,
organisation
values through the
sustainability of the initiative over the time. Facilitate the collaboration
Spiga e Madia
and
innovative local supply
between the different players over the supply chain, means promoting a fair
and other
networking
chain of bread
distribution of wealth along the value chain and allows the use of social and
cultural value of the bread as a lever for the development of the local
community
Evolutionary Populations
The Evolutionary Populations (EP) allows the farmers to better harness the full
(EP) of crops can adapt to
potential of organically managed and marginal lands. A pre condition for
climate change and
successful deployment of EPs is that the seeds be produced in the same region Agronomic
different agroecological
in which they will be utilized. Defining the boundaries of these micropractices
environments, increasing
environments is therefore key for establishing networks of farmers who can Networking
farmers’ resilience and
establish networks for the exchange or trade of EP seed within specific areas
enhancing biodiversity

Enabling the active role of
During the 2017 it is kicked off a participatory breeding initiative on Maize; the
farmers into agricultural
trials have carried out in several agro- environments. The field tests are carried
research initiative: the
out according to the organic and low inputs practices in use.-The aims of the Agronomic
collaboration between
trial have been defined in tight collaboration with farmers who were engaged in practices
CREA research center and
collecting the dataset and to provide their comments about the adaptability of
RSR on landraces breeding
the breeding to the different environments
trials on Maize

FLoriddia

No

YES

Internal
organisation
and/or
networking

Agronomic
practices

Number Country

Partner

Title

75

ITALY

RSR

Reducing the risks linked
to Tilletia caries through a
common protocol
management of seeds at
farm before the sowing

76

DENMAR
K

SEGES

Nordic breeds of cereals
and landraces

77

DENMAR
K

SEGES

78

DENMAR
K

SEGES

79

DENMAR
K

SEGES

Summary

The spread of the infection of the Tilletia caries on wheat is the leading cause
of the reduction of the quality of the flour. The reproduction on-farm of the
seeds, the exchange of small quantities of the own seeds, it exposes the crop to
the diffusion of that disease. The implementation on farm of a strict safety
Agronomic
protocol composed by visual inspection during the grain harvest, the sanitation practices
of the grains infected with perchlorate and finally the treatment generalized of
seeds just before the sowing with copper based products, they are some
effective procedures that enable a significant risk reduction.
The Nordic breeds have a long track record. In this PA you will learn about the
Nordic breeds and how the produce them . Øland wheat, Dalar wheat, Emmer
and old rye races.

How to include
In this PA you will get concreate tips to include customers in your innovation
customers in the
process. Aurion includes the customers in there innovation process by offering
innovation process of new
baking courses and reviews on the internet from customers.
cereal products
The new and young
customers have to learn In this PA you will get concreate tips to make leaven, baking process, products
to bake bread out of old out of old Nordic varieties, and adopted them to the modern young customer.
cereal varieties

Gluten free products

Related
themes

Agronomic
practices

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Solina

YES

Agronomic
practices

No

YES

Agronomic
practices

www.aurion.dk
Processing
and
www.aurion.dk
products

Agronomic
practices
Which cereal products are gluten free and what are the rules to produce these
Processing
products.
and
products

Stress the
theme

No

Number Country

80

81

82

83

84

SPAIN

SPAIN

SPAIN

UK

UK

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Partner

Title

RAS

A workers cooperative as
a way to develop selfemployment with
horizontal relations

RAS

Networking with the
Destraperlo is an important member of the Agroecological network of the Cadiz
Artisanal beer
Internal
regional agroecological
region. This Network is an association formed by farmers, traders, consumers
“Destraperlo”
organisation
movement as a way to and organisations that works for the promotion of agroecokogy. they organise
in Jerez de la
and
increase the power of the training activities, relearn, organic markets and also develop a participatory
Frontera
networking
sector
guarantee system among its members.
(Cádiz)

RAS

Destraperlo has develop special editions for clients with wich they can develop
a fair relationship. They have produced beer for other initiatives that are
Valorisation Artisanal beer
Development of especial
starting producing their own beer but in the meantime they develop a good
Internal
“Destraperlo”
editions for concrete
product in their infrastructure, they want to start opening the market;
organisation in Jerez de la
clients
weddings and enterprises that just want to sell (without producing) beer with a
and
Frontera
concrete recipes. This relations are allowing to increase the productions and networking
(Cádiz)
efficiency of destraperlo infrastructures in a fair bases.

UREAD

Farmers and public
engagement on
sustainable farming
practices

UREAD

Community-supported
baking and milling

Summary

Related
themes

Stress the
theme

Destraperlo has been founded as a cooperative because its members believe
Artisanal beer
Internal
one the political principles of this kind of structures. The workers cooperative
“Destraperlo”
organisation
has 7 members. 5 of them are workers and the other 2 are not working but
in Jerez de la
and
participating with more share capital than workers. The group have also 10
Frontera
networking
collaborator members that support the initiative with share capital.
(Cádiz)

Facilitating knowledge generation and exchange amongst farmers and
Internal
researchers through farmer’s network. Use of Demonstration Farms and
organisation
Innovation Centres; farm business management tools and events. Engaging the
and
public in sustainable food and farming through Open Farm Sunday, Open Farm
networking
School Days, resources and training.
Community-Supported Peasant Bakery that practices and promote communitysupported baking and through the principles of agroecology and handmade,
naturally leavened, wood fired bread.

Processing
and
products
Valorisation

LEAF

Torth y Tir

YES

Valorisation

Number Country

85

86

UK

UK

Partner

Title

Summary

Related
themes

UREAD

heritage cereal
production

heritage cereal production in a spirit of solidarity and openness. Deliver
trainings showing the benefits of growing and processing, and stone milling
heritage grains

Agronomic
practices

UREAD

Consumer engagement
and subscription

87

FINLAND

UHE

88

FINLAND

UHE

89

FINLAND

UHE

Internal
To engage members and the public in the whole process from field to loaf, and organisation
create regular subscriptions to weekly bread delivery.
and
networking

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader
Torth y Tir

Stress the
theme

YES

Agronomic
practices

YES

Internal
organisation
and/or
networking

Torth y Tir

The Finnish
The farm has been farmed by the same family since 1689 and one son,
Organic
extremely important for the farmer, now continues to cultivate organic
Internal
Local farmers’ family
Producers
buckwheat on 70 ha (1/3 clover, 2/3 buckwheat). The organic farmer operates organisation
history as a resource for
Alliance (FOPA,
at low risk, with limited input and yields high-value special product. Selfand
future
Yhdistyneet
sufficiency and stable economic position is gained by deploying old machinery, networking
luomutuottajat
own seed and local marketing co-operative to take care of prices.
)
The Finnish
The farmer adopted continuously to societal, economic, technical and natural
Organic
Rather secure than big: conditions. He learnt to avoid strong volatility on the market, big investments in
Producers
Agronomic
choice to farm organic
machinery, strict inspections and regulations, and to look for certain rather
Alliance (FOPA,
practices
buckwheat
than big crop and even demand on the market. He had specialized in organic
Yhdistyneet
buckwheat as an ‘easy plant’ and was happy.
luomutuottajat
)
The Finnish
When young, the farmer developed social skills and good relations with other
Organic
Internal
Local farmers’ social
local young farmers. Producers’ organizational activities included youth theater,
Producers
organisation
history as a resource for which supported even obtaining machinery and seeds from Soviet Union. Along
Alliance (FOPA,
and
future
the farmers’ path, social skills led to co-learning, co-investing and several coYhdistyneet
networking
operative business models with today’s organic buckwheat production.
luomutuottajat
)

Number Country

Partner

Title

Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

The Finnish
The farmer, a member of local and national (organic) associations, became the
Organic
Association’s power:
Internal
chair of FOPA. It consists of one organic marketing co-operative and two
Producers
changing the state-of-theorganisation
regional producers’ associations. His actions started the national level
Alliance (FOPA,
art regulations for organic
and
organizational-administrational dialog about organic farmers’ position and
Yhdistyneet
farmers
networking
freedoms and requirements in cultivation.
luomutuottajat
)
Production of the the mill-quality and high yield early ripening winter wheat
Crop production using
variety KG Kunglória, the high yield, mid-early ripening KG Kunhalom (one of Agronomic Agrohungária
high quality and low input
the best quality varieties in Hungary for quality improvement purposes), the
practices
Kft.
technologies
high-yield, Euro quality, mid-ripening winter wheat variety Kondor.

90

FINLAND

UHE

91

HUNGARY

UD

92

HUNGARY

UD

Quality cereal production
and rye breeding

Agrohungária carries out the breeding activities of their own perennial rye
variety “Gergő”, which is the earliest rough fodder and also a new species.

Agronomic
practices

Agrohungária
Kft.

UD

Highly effective outreach
activities to marketise and
sell the company’s
products

Online marketing and advertisement activities, posting advertisements,
organising presentations and consultations. The results of the company’s
experiments performed with their outstanding quality wheat varieties are
personally presented on professional events and published in professional
journals.

Valorisation

Agrohungária
Kft.

The produced sowing seed produced is purchased by the company’s constant
partners and local family farmers. Vegetable produces are transported to the
Agrohungária
region’s mills which look for outstanding quality base material. Cattle, pigs, Valorisation
Kft.
sheep and poultry are sold to local processors. Fish are purchased from the
group of companies by enterprises dealing with fish trade.
High-quality food ingredients are made by equipment operated by traditional
Agronomic
methods (transmission propulsion). Traditions of old ages and requirements of
Biomalom Ltd.
practices
modern times are combined in products developed to preserve health.

93

HUNGARY

Stress the
theme

94

HUNGARY

UD

Building the local
economy by maintaining
trade relations locally

95

HUNGARY

UD

Tradition organic mill

YES

Agronomic
practices

Number Country

96

HUNGARY

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Partner

Title

Summary

UD

External and internal
organisations network

Biomalom’s products are planned to be inserted into both local and regional
markets: bio-market (flour, bakery product and noodles), bakery
(multinationals) and hotel (noodles).

Internal
organisation
Biomalom Ltd.
and
networking

Agronomic
Biomalom Ltd.
practices

97

HUNGARY

UD

The researchers can provide a triticale (triticosecale) crop species (the special
Crop production using
name is “hungaro durum-rye”). This species is an organic and low input cereal
high quality and low input
which is suitable for farm-level production, it increases diversity and it can be
technologies
easily incorporated into the crop rotation.
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HUNGARY

UD

Effective communication
The products are purchased by the company’s constant partners and local
Processing
to sell the company’s
family farmers. Biomalom Ltd. has effective online and offline communications
and
Biomalom Ltd.
products
with the partners.
products
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ITALY

ITALY

UNIFI

UNIFI

LAB strategies for
company diversification

Public Food Procurement
(PFP)

− Diversification
− “Lab Company”
− Practicing new and innovative ideas
− Social hub for innovation in alterative food chain

Provide bread to school canteens from locally produced ancient grains.

Stress the
theme

Valorisation
Internal
organisation IT2 (Floriddia)
and
networking
Valorisation
Internal
organisation
IT1 (Pane
and
Montespertoli)
networking
Education

YES

Valorisation

Number Country

Partner

Title
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ITALY

UNIFI

Seed license

102

ITALY

UNIFI

Self-management and
experimentation

103

104

ITALY

ITALY

UNIFI

Women empowerment

RSR

Producers, transformers
and consumers are
dealing in community
brand management
named VIRGO

Summary

Self-managed experimental fields for participatory genetic improvement.

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Valorisation
Internal
organisation
IT1 (Pane
and
Montespertoli)
networking
Differentati
Internal
IT8
organisation
(Domusamigas
and
)
networking
Internal
IT8
organisation
(Domusamigas
and/or
)
networking

The collective mark it can be used only through the respect of some criteria
- being a farmers settled into regional area
- being a farmers committed under organic/biodynamic land management
- utilising old variety
- processing the flours by stone milling
- making traditional bread with sourdough

Stress the
theme

Internal
organisation
and
networking
networking

Virgo

YES

Internal
organisation
and/or
networking
Internal
organisation
and
networking
networking

Number Country
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ITALY

Partner

RSR

Title

Summary

Related
themes

The rediscovery of old varieties requires the change of the protocols of
There is current interest
cultivation used until today in conventional farming. It is becoming increasingly
the under sowing red
common the techniques that improve the management of soil fertility and
clover into winter wheat
reducing the lodging of plants and making a significant contribution to the
with spring nitrogen
performance and acceptability of the crop from an environmental perspective.
fertilizer. The main reason
The under sowing of the red clover has several benefits, including:
is to provide biologically
Agronomic
• Contributing 30 to 100 kg of soil nitrogen for the following crop
fixed nitrogen for the
practices
• Reducing soil erosion and surface water pollution
following crops and to
• Increasing soil organic matter, improving soil tilth and increasing water
reduce the size of the
holding capacities
cultivated species and
• Reducing grass and broadleaf weed pressure
finally to decrease the risk
• Serving as a forage and/or pasture species
of lodging.

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Stress the
theme

No

The collective mark it can be used only through the respect of some criteria
- being a farmers settled into regional area
- being a farmers committed under organic/biodynamic land management
- utilising old variety
- processing the flours by stone milling
- making traditional bread with sourdough
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ITALY

RSR

Producers, transformers
Internal
These rules the preamble in finding for an alternative way in the local food
and consumers are
organisation
system , low environmental impact, producing healthy food without hazardous
Virgo/Solina/M
dealing in community
and
contaminants such as pesticides, enhancing wheat with relevant healthy
ontespertoli
brand management
networking
properties, choosing the milling that are adapted to their peculiar nutritional
named VIRGO
properties and technological.
The trademark Virgo is a collective label, and has the purpose of ensuring the
quality of the products. The label is granted only to company and associations
which includes all actors of the supply chain (farmers, processors, citizens,
bakers, etc.).

YES

Internal
organisation
and
networking

Number Country
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ITALY

ITALY

Partner

Title

Summary

Related
themes

RSR

The Pianesiana Label is a
way to promote more
awareness of the real
value of the products and
This fair and transparent label allows the consumers for being informed on
it was conceived,
goods choices when they purchase. The pianesiana label has been proposed for
proposed and
the first time in 1980. It is a system of food labelling on a voluntary basis on the
implemented by Mario
part of the producers, in which are contained not only the ingredients of a
Valorisation
Pianesi. The objective of
certain food, but also the features that relate to the raw materials, the use of
those who adopt this label
water, energy and CO2, the number of workers, all the steps of the chain
template is to reach the
required for the processing and other additional information..
total transparency on the
quality of their product
and their environmental
impact.

RSR

The community-based
management and self
promotion of a new and
the alternative cereal
food system – Monte
Frumentario. It represents
a community initiative
that allows to foster a
sustainable agriculture at
local level and shall help
to reduce that dumping

The internal areas of southern italy are being abandoned at an alarming rate,
phenomenon that concerns especially of young people.. The self-government of
the supply chain it leads to enhance the resilience facing the environment risks.
Internal
Meanwhile it represents a feasible opportunity to reach a fair and local
organisation
economic development, finally it also allows the involvement of the more
and
disadvantaged people. Relearning to self-manage the resources involved into a
networking
cereal supply chain enhances the environmental protection, shares the
economic and social values through the employment and social inclusion of
persons in conditions of disadvantage contribute to respond to the dumping of
the local community

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

No

Monte
Frumentario

YES

Stress the
theme

Valorisation

Number Country
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ITALY

Partner

RSR

Title

Summary

Related
themes

Enhancing the awareness
of the consumers as a
lever of marketing and
company’s development.
The Brisa, bakery shop in
The purchase of bread is a way to share a different habits of consumption of
Bologna has drafted
food, an healthier lifestyle and fostering the commitment of the consumers in
several fact sheets which
supporting the transition of the sector. These factsheets are drafted in user
describe the benefits (for
friendly way and concern the botany of the cereals, the composition of the
the environment and
Valorisation
grain, the different processing of milling, the different kinds of flours and all
human health) linked to
those key elements of the production and processing background of these
the consumption of the
particulars materials. Normally the leaflet are available at the shop or they are
old and local cereals.
distribuited during the workshops addressed to the home-making bakery
These communication
materials has become
become a part of the
promotional strategy of
the shop

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader

Forno Brisa

Not at the
moment.
Ireland has a long tradition of thatched houses. When Paul Cramp sought to
However,
rethatch his 200 year old cottage he found it strange that imported straw was
Teagasc is keen
commonly used. He therefore sourced a heritage seed variety from a thatcher
The use of a heritage crop
Agronomic to write a case
IRELAND TEAGASC
in Dublin. Paul planted four acres of the heritage seeds and successfully
for thatching
practices
study on Paul
harvested his crop using traditional methods. A vintage threshing mill was used
Cramp and his
to thresh the cereal. The cottage was successfully rethatched with the straw in
experience
late 2017.
using heritage
crops.

Stress the
theme

Number Country

Partner
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Summary

Related
themes

Is the proposal Chosen
coming from a by the
case study,
task
which one?
leader
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Not at the
moment.
Modern varieties of cereals used in Ireland produce straw that has a low
However,
absorption capacity. Ireland can therefore provide only a small proportion of
Teagasc is keen
Sourcing and distribution
materials used in thatching, the remainder is imported. When Paul Cramp
Agronomic to write a case
IRELAND TEAGASC
of a heritage seeds
sourced a heritage seed variety from a thatcher in Dublin he planted enough to practices
study on Paul
rethatch his old cottage but also saved some seed from his harvest. He can now
Cramp and his
supply and distribute good quality heritage seed.
experience
using heritage
crops.

112

Not at the
moment.
In a commercial sense heritage cereals are unfavourable as they have lower
However,
yields than their conventional counterparts. However, some farmers and bakers
Teagasc is keen
Processing
are keen to revive landrace varieties. Paul Cramp used a heritage cereal variety
to write a case
and
for thatching. However, he also provided a local artisan bakery with seed to mill
study on Paul
products
into heritage flour. Heritage cereal varieties offer nutritional and taste profiles
Cramp and his
that are often better than modern selections.
experience
using heritage
crops.

IRELAND TEAGASC

Baking using a heritage
crop

Stress the
theme
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TEMPLATE 1. INFORMATION REQUIRED BY THE EIP-AGRI (IT WILL BE PUBLISHED IN
THEIR WEBSITE)
Title in English

Description in English

Short title in native language

Description
language

in

native

Max 150 characters, word count – no spaces
Short summary for practitioners in English on the (final or expected)
outcomes (1000-1500 characters, word count – no spaces).
This summary should at least contain the following information:
− Main results/outcomes of the activity (expected or final)
− The main practical recommendation(s): what would be the
main added value/benefit/opportunities to the end-user if
the generated knowledge is implemented? How can the
practitioner make use of the results?
This summary should be as interesting as possible for farmers/endusers, using a direct and easy understandable language and pointing
out entrepreneurial elements which are particularly relevant for
practitioners (e.g. related to cost, productivity etc.). Research oriented
aspects which do not help the understanding of the practice itself
should be avoided.
Max 150 characters, word count – no spaces
Short summary for practitioners in native language on the (final or
expected) outcomes (1000-1500 characters, word count – no spaces).
This summary should at least contain the following information:
− Main results/outcomes of the activity (expected or final)
− The main practical recommendation(s): what would be the
main added value/benefit/opportunities to the end-user if
the generated knowledge is implemented? How can the
practitioner make use of the results?
This summary should be as interesting as possible for farmers/endusers, using a direct and easy understandable language and pointing
out entrepreneurial elements which are particularly relevant for
practitioners (e.g. related to cost, productivity etc.). Research oriented
aspects which do not help the understanding of the practice itself
should be avoided.

TEMPLATE 2. INFORMATION FOR CERERE PRACTICE ABSTRACTS. IT WILL BE
PUBLISHED IN THE PROJECT WEBSITE. This part should be written in English and, if possible,

also in the native language. This will be a 2 pages document.
Max 150 characters, word count – no spaces (same title as in template
Title
1)
Max 300 characters, word count – no spaces
Problem
Which problem is facing the innovation?
Max 300 characters, word count – no spaces
Solution
Which problem is the solution the initiative is bringing?
Max 250 characters, word count – no spaces
Outcomes
Use the information prepared in template 1 related to the main
results/outcomes of the activity (expected or final)
Max 800-1800 characters, word count – no spaces. Include 1-2 figures
(i.e. photos, schemas, graphics).
Use the information prepared in template 1 related to the main
Practical
practical recommendation(s): what would be the main added
Recommendation
value/benefit/opportunities to the end-user if the generated
knowledge is implemented? How can the practitioner make use of the
results?
Max 350 characters, word count – no spaces
Further Information
Include readings, links, websites or other sources of information.
Use the comment section on the CERERE website to share your
Evaluation and sharing of the experiences with other farmers, processors, retailers, advisors and
results
scientists. If you have any questions concerning this Practice Abstract,
please contact the author by e-mail.
− Author: Name/s and organisation.
− Contact: e-mail.
− Publisher:
− Permalink/Link:
− About CERERE: Through a balanced, multi-actor network of
researchers and communities of practitioners, the project
promotes innovation by producing and disseminating
accessible end-user materials and training products for
farmers, food manufacturers, consumers, researchers and
policy makers. This project received funding from the
About this practice abstract
European Union's Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
and CERERE
program under Grant Agreement n° 727848
− Project website: http://www.cerere2020.eu
− Project partners: The University of Reading (United Kindom),
The University of Florence (Italy), Rete Semi Rurali (Italy),
Réseau Semences Paysannes (France), Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomique (France), The University of Helsinki
(Finland), The Irish Agriculture and Food Development
Authority (Ireland), Red Andaluza de Semillas (Spain), Formica
Blu (Italy), Organic Research Centre (United Kindom), SEGES
P/S (Denmark), Institut Technique de l’Agriculture Biologique
(France), The University of Debreceni (Hungary).
Characterization
of
the
− Theme:
Agronomic
practices/Processing
and
Practice Abstract
products/Valorisation /Internal organisation and networking

−
−
−
−
−
−

Keywords: 2-6 keywords.
Crop:
Country:
Related CERERE case study: Name of the case study.
Languages:
Year of release:
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Publisher: RAS
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About CERERE
Through a balanced, multi-actor network of researchers and communities of practitioners, the
project promotes innovation by producing and disseminating accessible end-user materials and
training products for farmers, food manufacturers, consumers, researchers and policy makers.

ELABORATING ARTISANAL AND ORGANICS BREADS
WITH LOCAL VARIETIES OF DURUM AND SOFT WHEAT
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Nowadays, conventional bread of industrial origin has
a large presence in the market despite its doubtful
nutritional and organoleptic quality. In these foods
the origin of the raw material used is not valued and
the information about the flours used, where they are
produced, how and from what varieties they come
from is not communicated to the consumers.

La Artesa is an artisanal bakery located in Sevilla (Spain)
that uses organic ingredients and flours from local
wheat varieties. It is committed to the construction of a
sustainable and fair food system and therefore produces
high quality bread, in an artisan way through natural
fermentation, prioritizing the raw material of known
origin obtained directly from the local producers with
which it establishes a respectful economic relationship.

Outcomes
La Artesa offers a wide variety of organic flour breads from farmers
and local mills. It has incorporated the local variety of Recio de Ronda
hard wheat and is in the process of experimenting with others such
as Chamorro soft wheat. It markets the products directly through
consumer groups and specialized stores.

Practical Recommendation
For La Artesa, it is fundamental to value the entire artisanal production
process and differentiate it from the industrial one. One of the differences
is the direct contact with producers and local mills, which also allows
them to try different raw materials and innovate in their activity. This local
and direct purchase allows prices to be adjusted to different needs and to
have a positive impact on the local economy.
Its commercial strategy is based on short marketing circuits, mainly in
the distribution to consumer groups and specialized stores, which allows
building a stable market in which commitment is generated between the
parties involved. It also supplies other social economy initiatives with what
identifies them with values and a way of producing food that generates
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confidence.
The distribution is done by bicycle, which helps to identify La Artesa as a
project that respects the environment.
Synergies with organizations in the field of food sovereignty, ecology
and social justice help to strengthen and develop the project.
For example, through its collaboration with the Red Andaluza de
Semillas, it experiments with different local varieties recovered by the
organization.
The awareness and training activities they carry out give visibility to
the project and raise awareness among the population about the
importance of this type of initiative

Evaluation and sharing of the results
Use the comment section on the CERERE website to share your
experiences with other farmers, processors, retailers, advisors and
scientists. If you have any questions concerning this Practice Abstract,
please contact the author by e-mail.

Project partners
The University of Reading (United Kindom),
The University of Florence (Italy), Rete Semi Rurali
(Italy), Réseau Semences Paysannes (France),
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
(France), The University of Helsinki (Finland),
The Irish Agriculture and Food Development
Authority (Ireland), Red Andaluza de Semillas (Spain),
Formicablu (Italy), Organic Research Centre (United
Kindom), SEGES P/S (Denmark), Institut Technique
de l’Agriculture Biologique (France),
The University of Debreceni (Hungary).

Further Information
Project website: http://la-artesa.org/

Theme: Processing and products
Keywords: Artisanal bakery, ecological elaboration, local variety, direct
relationship.
Crop: Wheat
Country: Spain
Related CERERE case study: Recovery of local cereal varieties in
Alozaina (Málaga).
Languages: Spanish and English
Year of release: 2018
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Acerca de CERERE
A través de una red equilibrada de investigadores e investigadoras y comunidades de práctica, el
proyecto promueve la innovación produciendo y diseminando materiales accesibles para la persona
usuaria final y productos de capacitación para agricultores y agricultoras, personas elaboradoras de
alimentos, consumidoras, investigadoras y responsables de políticas.

ELABORACIÓN DE PANES ARTESANOS Y ECOLÓGICOS CON
VARIEDADES LOCALES DE TRIGO DURO Y TRIGO BLANDO

PROBLEMA

SOLUCIÓN

Hoy día el pan convencional de origen industrial
tiene una gran presencia en el mercado a pesar
de su dudosa calidad nutricional y organoléptica.
En estos alimentos el origen de la materia prima
utilizada no se valora y la información sobre las
harinas utilizadas, dónde se producen, cómo y de qué
variedades proceden no se comunica a las personas
consumidoras.

La Artesa es una panadería artesanal situada en
Sevilla (Estado español) que utiliza ingredientes
ecológicos y harinas de variedades locales de trigo.
Está comprometida con la construcción de un sistema
alimentario sostenible y justo y por ello elabora
pan de alta calidad, de manera artesana a través de
fermentaciones naturales, priorizando la materia prima
de origen conocido obtenida directamente de los
productores y productoras locales con los que establece
una relación económica respetuosa.

Resultados
Hoy día el pan convencional de origen industrial tiene una gran presencia en
el mercado a pesar de su dudosa calidad nutricional y organoléptica. En estos
alimentos el origen de la materia prima utilizada no se valora y la información
sobre las harinas utilizadas, dónde se producen, cómo y de qué variedades
proceden no se comunica a las personas consumidoras.

Recomendaciones prácticas
Para La Artesa es fundamental poner en valor todo el proceso productivo artesanal
y diferenciarlo del industrial. Una de las diferencias es el contacto directo con
productores y productoras y con los molinos locales, que además les permite probar
diferentes materias primas e innovar en su actividad. Esta compra local y directa
permite ajustar los precios a las diferentes necesidades e incidir positivamente en la
economía local.
Su estrategia comercial se basa en los circuitos cortos de comercialización,
principalmente en la distribución a grupos de consumo y tiendas especializadas, lo
que permite construir un mercado estable en el que se genera compromiso entre
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las partes implicadas. También suministra a otras iniciativas de economía social
lo que les identifica con unos valores y forma de producir alimentos que genera
confianza.
El reparto se realiza en bicicleta, lo que contribuye a identificar a La Artesa como
un proyecto respetuoso con el medioambiente.
Las sinergias con organizaciones del ámbito de la soberanía alimentaria, la
ecología y la justicia social contribuyen a fortalecer y desarrollar el proyecto.
Por ejemplo, a través de su colaboración con la Red Andaluza de Semillas
experimenta con diferentes variedades locales recuperadas por la organización.
Las actividades de sensibilización y formación que realizan dan visibilidad al
proyecto y sensibilizan a la población sobre la importancia de este tipo de iniciativas.

Evaluación e intercambio de resultados
Use la sección de comentarios en la página web de CERERE para compartir
sus experiencias con otras personas agricultoras, elaboradoras, minoristas,
asesoras, técnicas y científicas. Si tiene alguna pregunta sobre este resumen
práctico, comuníquese con el/la autor/a por correo electrónico.

Socios del proyecto
Universidad de Reading (Reino Unido), Universidad
de Florencia (Italia), Rete Semi Rurali (Italia), Réseau
Semences Paysannes (Francia), Institut National de
la Recherche Agronomique (Francia), Universidad de
Helsinki (Finlandia), The Irish Agriculture and Food
Development Authority (Irlanda), Red Andaluza
de Semillas (España), Formica Blu (Italia), Organic
Research Centre (Reino Unido), SEGES P/S (Dinamarca),
Institut Technique de l’Agriculture Biologique (Francia),
Universidad de Debreceni (Hungría).

Más información
Página web del proyecto: http://la-artesa.org/

Tema: Procesado y productos
Palabras clave: Panadería artesanal, elaboración ecológica, variedad
local, relación directa.
Cultivo: Trigo.
País: Estado español.
Estudio de caso CERERE relacionado: Recuperación de variedades
locales de cereal en Alozaina (Málaga).
Idiomas: Castellano e inglés.
Año de publicación: 2018.
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CERERE
About CERERE: Through a balanced, multi-actor network of researchers and communities of practitioners,
the project promotes innovation by producing and disseminating accessible end-user materials and
training products for farmers, food manufacturers, consumers, researchers and policy makers.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES AIMED AT CONTROLLING OF
SPREAD OF TILLETIA CARIES IN ORGANIC CEREALS

PROBLEM
Assuring the health of the seeds is a
prerequisite to foster the independence
of the farmers through the effective and
safe re-use of seeds at farm and over the
time. Moreover, it represents a key element
in building up a reliable relations into the
practices of the exchange of small quantities
of seeds among farmers.

SOLUTION
it is crucial to proceed with a seed treatment
in order to avoid the onset of relevant
diseases such as Caries (Tilletia caries) which
are transmitted through the seeds and that
they depress the quality of the product.

Outcomes
The protocol implemented includes two scenarios: in the case the
diseases are not confirmed the strategy of risk prevention envisages:
the spaced rotations between the crops (avoiding the succession
of winter cereals) , the use of copper for the dressing of the seed*, a
monitoring activities during the growing and at the harvest. In the
second case once the diseases have been found or suspected, the
protocol is further extended to the risk reduction: the mowing of the
wild cereal, the washing of the seed and the farm tools with a solution
of water and sodium hypochlorite (2%) in order to inactivate the spores.
For the dressing of seed is recommended the use of oxychloride of
copper.
*if and where the national law provides its use

Pratical recommendation
For the dressing of seed is recommended the use of oxychloride of
copper. The quantity is related to the amount of metallic copper
provided (detectable on the data-sheets of commercial preparations)
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Further information
The oxychloride of copper may reduce germination of the seeds, therefore, the treatment
should be done in the days immediately prior to sowing.

and it should be up to 75 grams of metallic copper per 100 kg of seed
treated. In order to facilitate dispersion it is necessary to mix the seed
with the oil of sunflower, in the proportion of 2 litres per 100 kg of seed.
It proceeds through mixing firstly the seed with the oil and then with
the powder of the copper; this operation guarantees that the seed will
be dressed even in case of leaching by rainwater.

Evaluation and sharing of the results
Utilizza la pagina dei commenti su il sito web CERERE per condividere le vostre esperienze
con altri agricoltori, trasformatori, commercianti, consulenti e ricercatori. Se avete domande
riguardo a questa Pratica , si prega di contattare l’autore via e-mail.

Project partners
The University of Reading (United Kindom), The
University of Florence (Italy), Rete Semi Rurali (Italy),
Réseau Semences Paysannes (France), Institut National
de la Recherche Agronomique (France), The University
of Helsinki (Finland), The Irish Agriculture and Food
Development Authority (Ireland), Red Andaluza de
Semillas (Spain), Formica Blu (Italy), Organic Research
Centre (United Kindom), SEGES P/S (Denmark), Institut
Technique de l’Agriculture Biologique (France), The
University of Debreceni (Hungary).

Theme: Agronomic practices
Keywords:
Organic disease management Tilletia sp
Crop: Cereal
Country: Italy
Related CERERE case study: SOLINA- FLORIDDIA
Languages: Italian - English
Year of release: 2018
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CERERE
Attraverso la partecipazione di una rete multi-attore tra ricercatori e comunità di pratiche, il progetto
promuove l’innovazione attraverso la produzione e la diffusione di materiali e prodotti per la
formazione per gli agricoltori, i trasformato, consumatori, ricercatori e responsabili politici.

MISURE DI PREVENZIONE FINALIZZATI AL CONTROLLO
DELLA DIFFUSIONE DI TILLETIA CARIES NEL CEREALI
IN REGIME BIOLOGICO
PROBLEMA
Garantire la salute dei semi è un prerequisito
per favorire l’indipendenza degli agricoltori
attraverso il riutilizzo efficace e sicuro e nel
tempo delle sementi in azienda . Inoltre,
rappresenta un elemento chiave nella
costruzione di relazioni forti e affidabili nelle
pratiche di scambio di piccole quantità di
sementi tra gli agricoltori

SOLUZIONI
E’ quindi fondamentale applicare un severo
programma di prevenzione delle malattie
trasmesse dal seme, come la carie (Tilletia
carie) la cui contaminazione deprime
fortemente la qualità dei chicchi e la farina.

Impatto
Il protocollo realizzato nell’ambito dell’agricoltura biologica deve essere
adattato ai diversi ambienti ma normalmente comprende due scenari:
nel caso in cui non sia rilevata la presenza delle malattie la strategia
di prevenzione prevede: rotazioni distanziate tra le colture (evitando
la successione dell’inverno cereali), l’uso del rame per la concia del
seme, un’attività di monitoraggio durante la crescita della pianta e alla
raccolta. Nel secondo caso, quando vi è un sospetto di contaminazione,
il protocollo viene esteso alla riduzione del rischio: la falciatura dei
cereali selvatici, il lavaggio del seme e gli attrezzi agricoli con una
soluzione di acqua e ipoclorito di sodio (2% ) per inattivare le spore.

Raccomandazioni pratiche
Per la concia delle sementi si consiglia l’uso di prodotti a base di
ossicloruro di rame. La quantità è correlata alla quantità di rame
metallico (rilevabile nelle schede tecniche dei diversi preparati
commerciali) e deve essere di circa 75 grammi di rame metallico
per 100 kg di seme trattato. Per facilitare la dispersione è necessario
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Ulteriori informazioni
L’ossicloruro di rame può ridurre la germinazione dei semi, pertanto il trattamento deve
essere effettuato nei giorni immediatamente precedenti la semina

mescolare il seme con l’olio di girasole, nella proporzione di 2 litri per
100 kg di seme. Si procede mescolando prima il seme con l’olio e
poi il prodotto a base di rame; il seme sarà protetto anche in caso di
lisciviazione da acqua piovana.

Valutazione e condivisione dei risultati
Utilizza la pagina dei commenti su il sito web CERERE per condividere le vostre
esperienze con altri agricoltori, trasformatori, commercianti, consulenti e ricercatori. Se
avete domande riguardo a questa Pratica , si prega di contattare l’autore via e-mail.
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University of Reading (Gran Bretagna), University
of Florence (Italia), Rete Semi Rurali (Italia), Réseau
Semences Paysannes (Francia), Institut National de la
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Formicablu (Italia), Organic Research Centre (Regno
Unito), SEGES P/S (Danimarca), Institut Technique de
l’Agriculture Biologique (Francia), University of Debreceni
(Ungheria).
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Parole chiave: Gestione delle fitopatologie in coltivazione
biologica
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Anno di produzione: 2018
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project promotes innovation by producing and disseminating accessible end-user materials and
training products for farmers, food manufacturers, consumers, researchers and policy makers.

FAIR SHARING OF THE CAPITAL GAIN
WITHIN A WHOLE CHAIN COOPERATIVE

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Organic farmers noticed that organic cereals
were virtually not transformed locally,
inducing problems of food sovereignty and
low remuneration for the producers.

By associating the producers, a miller, a
distributor and a consumers association in
the same structure, this makes it possible to
set selling prices in complete transparency.

Outcomes
A preliminary study of the project made it possible to set, on the basis
of production costs, selling prices that were considered as consistent by
the SCIC (Cooperative Company of Collectif Interrest) members and as
representative of the entire chain.
A ton of wheat is currently paid 650 euros by the cooperative to the
producer. In bulk, the wheat pasta is sold 5 euros/kg by the distributors.

Practical Recommendation
- It is important to involve all the stakeholders of a sector (from the
producer to the consumer)
in the construction of the selling prices of the products to guarantee a
fair remuneration
of each stakeholder of the sector.
- The collective organization must be done according to the cooperative
values (one member = one vote)
in order to avoid that the capital contribution gives decision-making
privileges.
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- The SCIC status (Cooperative Company of Collective Interest) allows
the reinvestment of the profits for the structure rather than being
redistributed to the shareholders.
- In order to guarantee a fair remuneration for the producers, it is
important to collectively plan the production with rules of volume
distribution, to control growth and focus on local development.
- Selling prices must be set starting from production costs and
fluctuate as little as possible.
- Transformation and short food circuit help to keep added value at the
local level.

Evaluation and sharing of the results
Use the comment section on the CERERE website to share your
experiences with other farmers, processors, retailers, advisors and
scientists. If you have any questions concerning this Practice Abstract,
please contact the author by e-mail.

Project partners
The University of Reading (United Kindom),
The University of Florence (Italy), Rete Semi Rurali
(Italy), Réseau Semences Paysannes (France),
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
(France), The University of Helsinki (Finland),
The Irish Agriculture and Food Development
Authority (Ireland), Red Andaluza de Semillas (Spain),
Formicablu (Italy), Organic Research Centre (United
Kindom), SEGES P/S (Denmark), Institut Technique
de l’Agriculture Biologique (France),
The University of Debreceni (Hungary).

Further Information
http://odysseedengrain-patesbio.fr/

Theme: Valorisation
Keywords: Fair selling price; fair sharing capital gain
Crop: Wheat
Country: France
Related CERERE case study : SCIC Odyssée de l’Engrain
Languages: French, English
Year of release: 2018
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À propos de CERERE
Grâce à un réseau équilibré de chercheurs et de communautés de praticiens, le projet promeut l’innovation
en produisant et en diffusant des outils accessibles aux utilisateurs finaux et des produits de formation pour
les agriculteurs, les transformateurs, les consommateurs et les décideurs.

RÉPARTITION ÉQUITABLE DE LA PLUS-VALUE AU SEIN D’UNE
COOPÉRATIVE REGROUPANT L’ENSEMBLE DE LA FILIÈRE

PROBLÈME

SOLUTION

Des paysans en Bio sont partis du constat
que les céréales cultivées localement en
agriculture biologique n’étaient quasiment
pas transformées sur place, révélant des
problématiques de souveraineté alimentaire
et de faible rémunération du producteur.

Le fait d’associer dans la même structure les
producteurs, un meunier, un distributeur
et une association de consommateurs
permet de fixer les prix de vente en toute
transparence.

Résultats
Une étude prévisionnelle du projet a permis de fixer, à partir des coûts
de production, des prix de vente jugés cohérents par les membres de
la SCIC (Société Coopérative d’Intérêt Collectif) et représentatifs de
l’ensemble de la filière.
Actuellement la tonne de blé est achetée 650 euros par la coopérative
au producteur. En vrac, les pâtes de blé sont à 5 euros/kg chez le
distributeur.

Recommendations Pratiques
- Il est important d’inclure l’ensemble des acteurs d’une filière (du
producteur au consommateur) dans la construction des prix de vente
des produits pour garantir une juste rémunération des acteurs de la
filière.
- L’organisation collective doit se faire selon les valeurs coopératives (un
membre = une voix) afin d’éviter que l’apport en capital ne donne des
privilèges décisionnels.
- Le fonctionnement en SCIC (Société Coopérative d’Intérêt Collectif)
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permet le réinvestissement des bénéfices dans la structure plutôt que
chez des actionnaires.
- Afin de garantir une juste rémunération des producteurs, il est
important de planifier collectivement la production avec une règle
de répartition des volumes, maîtriser la croissance et se centrer sur le
développement local.
- Les prix de vente doivent être fixés à partir des coûts de production et
fluctuer le moins possible.
- La transformation et la vente en circuit court permettent de garder la
valeur ajoutée au niveau local.

Evaluation et partage des résultats
Utilisez la section des commentaires sur le site Web de CERERE pour
partager vos expériences avec d’autres agriculteurs, transformateurs,
détaillants, conseillers et scientifiques. Si vous avez des questions
concernant ce résumé de pratiques, veuillez contacter l’auteur par
e-mail.

Partenaires du projet
L’Université de Reading (Royaume-Uni), l’Université
de Florence (Italy), Rete Semi Rurali (Italie), Réseau
Semences Paysannes (France), Institut National de
la Recherche Agronomique (France), l´Université
d’Helsinki (Finlande), The Irish Agriculture and Food
Development Authority (Irlande), Red Andaluza
de Semillas (Espagne), Formica Blu (Italie), Organic
Research Centre (Royaume-Uni), SEGES P/S (Denmark),
Institut Technique de l’Agriculture Biologique (France),
l’Université de Debreceni (Hungary).

Informations
supplémentaires
http://odysseedengrain-patesbio.fr/

Thème: Valorisation
Mots-clé: prix de vente équitable; répartition équitable plus-value
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Pays: France
Étude de cas liée: SCIC Odyssée de l’Engrain
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Année de parution: 2018
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DIVERSITY OF PRODUCT RANGE

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Can cereal farmers attain a greater financial reward
for their produce? The answer often lies in focusing
on value rather than on quantity and establishing
short food supply chains. However, it can be difficult
to develop a varied range of products.

Kilbeggan Organic Foods has created products from
traditional uses of oats grown on Ballard Organic Farm:
porridge, oat cookies, and an oat bread mix. The porridge
has gained industry recognition; winning numerous
awards. Cookies are handmade and derived from a family
recipe that includes no additives/preservatives. The bread
mix comes with seeds, dried fruit, or herbs.

Outcomes
Products are available across Ireland in small stores, family owned
shops, healthcare stores etc. The company distribute to the local
area themselves but use distributors for the rest of Ireland. For export
markets orders are dispatched to a warehouse in Dublin from where
they are distributed.

Practical Recommendation
When farming on a small-scale, it is often better to focus on quality
rather than quantity. Value can be added to a grain by selling premium
cereal-based products through a short supply chain. Partnering
with other actors, such as artisan bakeries, improves innovation and
associated value-added. Cereal farmers can be rewarded for quality
products if they can create a more direct relationship with consumers.
Part of Kilbeggan Organic Foods success is that it has diversified its
business, offering a ‘bundle’ of products to consumers and also a
tourism experience.
Extending a product range widens the marketability of a food
business. Kilbeggan Organic Foods demonstrates the potential
market demand for a variety of high quality certified organic cerealbased products. Producers can also derive financial value through
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Figure 2. Lily and Par Lalor of Kilbeggan Organic Foods
receiving their Euro-Toques award

product differentiation by highlighting the distinctive attributes
of their products. Although products largely similar to Kilbeggan
Organic Foods products already existed under other brands in the
marketplace, they distinguish themselves through authenticity,
provenance, sustainability, and quality. It is important to certify
environmental credentials through appropriate certification bodies if
using sustainability attributes to differentiate products.

Evaluation and sharing of the results
Use the comment section on the CERERE website to share your
experiences with other farmers, processors, retailers, advisors and
scientists. If you have any questions concerning this Practice Abstract,
please contact the author by e-mail.

Further Information
Project partners
The University of Reading (United Kindom),
The University of Florence (Italy), Rete Semi Rurali
(Italy), Réseau Semences Paysannes (France),
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
(France), The University of Helsinki (Finland),
The Irish Agriculture and Food Development
Authority (Ireland), Red Andaluza de Semillas (Spain),
Formicablu (Italy), Organic Research Centre (United
Kindom), SEGES P/S (Denmark), Institut Technique
de l’Agriculture Biologique (France),
The University of Debreceni (Hungary).

Kilbeggan Organic Foods only use oats produced from their family
farm (Ballard Organic Farm) in their products. Whilst this can
create pressures to supply sufficient raw oats, it ensures the quality
and integrity of the products. The oats are harvested in July and
processed using a contracted miller. The cookies are baked by
subcontract by an artisan bakery in Cork.
Website Kilbeggan Organic Foods:
https://kilbegganorganicfoods.com/
Website Ballard Organic Farm:
http://www.ballardorganicfarm.ie/
YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qGJSzOFfIk
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